
Building imagination  
for 17 years.

Bedlam’s imaginative mix of 
spectacle, satire, absurdism, 
multimedia and music theatre 
have delighted Minneapolis 
audiences since 1993. Over 
the years, as our collaborative 
approach to art has extended 
beyond the stage—from 
audience to community—
Bedlam has become known 
as a leader in new audience 
development and civic 
engagement in Twin Cities’ 
performing arts.

Bedlam’s innovation.
In 2004 Bedlam was named one 
of 12 innovative companies to 
watch nationwide by American 
Theatre Magazine. In 2005 and 
2006 we were the top learning 
organization accessing training 
and resources the Metropolitan 
Regional Arts Council. From 
2006-2009 Bedlam grew 
more than ten-fold in terms 
of audience, creative output, 
community activity and 
budget. 

Bedlam’s shifting 
paradigm for theater  
in the United States.  

In 2010 we find ourselves as part 
of a national dialogue to rethink 
the non-profit paradigm for arts 
organizations, with burgeoning 
success in our mix of community 
building, innovative art work 
and emphasis on earned 
revenue. The typical non-profit 
theater model in the U.S. has 
been increasingly challenging 
to maintain. Theaters across 
the country are looking at how 
Bedlam works with its community 
and generates earned income 
with a bar and restaurant.

T h e a T r e

Innovative 
artwork, 
creative 

community.

www.bedlamtheatre.org



• Bedlam creates opportunities for community 
involvement in the creation of cutting-edge 
performance. 

• With a social framework surrounding our productions, 
the balance of a full restaurant expands our offering 
to theater customers and lets us support classes, 
meetings and workshops.

• Bedlam’s niche is reflected in our artists, ethnically 
diverse participant community and audiences. 

• Bedlam builds a loyal following of adventurers for 
whom we are their first theater with a particular 
appeal to young adults enticed by the excitement of 
our productions.

• GLBT specific partnerships ensure a significant 
gender-queer following.

• Bedlam’s ongoing interaction with activist and social 
justice groups concentrates on issues blending peace 
activism, labor issues, and ecology.

• Bedlam thrives on extensive volunteerism among 
all constituents. A sixth month series of “Volunteer 
Saturdays” was the major factor in establishing our 
current venue.

• Our partnerships in metropolitan livability and 
environmental sustainability include our long-time 
DIY bicycle shop and Transit for Livable Communities, 
outdoor performances greeting the LRT passengers, 
a local menu and full compost/recycling in our 
restaurant and work with the MN Watershed 
Management Organization to develop rain-gardens 
and water management systems in 2010.

• Bedlam provides a gathering place for neighborhood 
and cultural community functions.

• Cedar Riverside Art Zone for Youth (C. R. A. Z. Y.) 
engages over 300 neighborhood youth and young 
adults in skill building workshops, events and the 
creation of performances. 

• Our partnership with the Brian Coyle Center 
builds creative outlets for underserved youth in our 
neighborhood, Minnesota’s most densely populated, 
with 70% low income.

• We participate in the Neighborhood Relations 
Committee, Cedar-Riverside Business Association, 
and Cedar-Riverside Neighborhood Revitalization 
Program Board.

• Bedlam works with C.H.A.N.C.E., a Humphrey 
Institute student group, to reinvigorate and expand 

our neighborhood’s “Arts District” identity and a 
project to connect neighborhood arts group with 
neighborhood immigrant residents.

• We have representation from all these neighborhood 
groups on our Board of Directors, as they reach 
beyond the focus of their organization to build the 
capacity of Bedlam.

• Bedlam houses and supports the Grease Pit Bike 
Shop for do-it-yourself bike repair.

• Fairview Hospital is seeking a partnership with 
Bedlam to offer health programming to neighborhood 
youth.

• We are supported by a strong network of 
cooperatively run and alternative businesses, 
including the Hard Times Café, the Hub Bicycle Coop 
and KFAI radio.

Bedlam works with the community.

Bedlam works in Cedar-Riverside.

 • Bicycle advocates for more than 10 years, we 
continue to work with city planners on pedestrian, 
bicycle and other sustainable transport agendas.

• Our “How Did You Get Here” program offers $2 
rebates to audience members who bike, walk, bus or 
train to our venue—a partnership with the Minnesota 
Clean Energy Challenge.

• Bedlam’s outdoor shows at our venue directly 
adjacent to the Cedar/Riverside LRT station are in 
line with initiatives for a more live-able Minneapolis.

• We host monthly presentations by local experts on 
sustainable urban development.

• Bedlam hosts Art Happy Hour, bringing together 
a diverse group of Twin Cities artists every second 
Wednesday of the month.

• Transit for Livable Communities hosts a monthly 
happy hour at Bedlam to advocate for bicycling 
issues.

• Bedlam works with interns, work-study students,  
the U of M as well as other Twin Cities colleges.

Bedlam works in Minneapolis.

• The state's largest Legacy Amendment grant this 
year went to Bedlam and Mixed Blood to engage 
immigrant audiences in the arts.

• The Ordway awarded Bedlam with its 2010 Sally 
Ordway Irvine Award for Initiative in the Arts.

• 3M awarded Bedlam its 2008-2009 "Innovation in 
the Arts" Award.

• The Minnsota State Arts Board awarded Bedlam 
$28k for summer youth programming at Bedlam 
and at the Brian Coyle Center.

• The Minnesota Watershed Management 
Organization granted bedlam $32,000 to 
demonstrate on-site storm water management in 

an under-served community. This project will not 
happen if Bedlam relocates next month.

• Theater Communications Group gave Bedlam its 
"Future Audiences Award" for its innovative model 
for building community with theater in 2009, 
including $65,000 support from the Doris Duke 
and Mellon Foundations.

• Capacity investment from McKnight and Bush 
Foundations from 2006-2009. 

• Support for Bedlam neighborhood youth initiatives 
from Carolyn, General Mills, Nash, Beim, Marbrook 
and Irwin Andrew Porter Foundations.

• Bedlam artists work with a wide range of companies 
including: Red Eye, Mixed Blood, Frank, Open Eye, 
Heart of the Beast, Zamya and Interact.

• We participate in monthly “Artistic Director Breakfasts” 
to implement a new Minnesota Theater Alliance.

• We’re a member of the Theater Communications 
Group.

• Bedlam works with arts non-profit leaders on 
exploring the role of the non-profit structure to sustain 
the arts.

• We present more than two dozen local and national 
guest productions annually.

• Bedlam is participating in the three-year capacity 
building project ArtsLab, supported by a consortium 
of local foundations through Arts Midwest to 
develop leadership within innovative Minnesota Arts 
Organizations.

• The U of M is planning to host its annual SPARK music 
festival at Bedlam this fall.

• Bedlam serves as “Fringe Central” during the 
Minnesota Fringe Festival to increase artist to 
audience dialogue and invigorate the social 
experience of theater going.

• The Walker Art Center is planning to present work 
at Bedlam in 2011 as part of its year-long focus on 
experimental puppetry in the U.S.

• The Northrup, while under renovation, wants to host a 
national touring company of "The Wiz" at Bedlam. 

• Both Augsburg College and the University of 
Minnesota Theater departments have ongoing 
partnerships with Bedlam.

• The 8th Annual Bedlam Community Ten-Minute 
Play Festival will combine the work of artists and 
community members through open workshops and 
the presentation of 26 short plays.

• Bedlam Romps, a high-energy cabaret/open-mic 
features performances by all disciplines of artists. The 
Bedlam calendar includes five to six ROMPS a year, 
which involve dozens of performers and are attended 
by 200-400 people.

• Bedlam supports the Annual Barebones Halloween 
Show: a partnership with Barebones Productions. 
Bedlam provides technical and promotional support 
and construction space for this annual outdoor 
pageant. Built by a core group of professional artists 
with over 150 community participants, this event has 
grown from 100 audience members to over 4000.

Bedlam works with local theater.

Awards and grants.

Support Bedlam Theatre, in our community and yours.
We need your support to continue the work we are doing in the community.  

Please contact us for more information at www.bedlamtheatre.org.


